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of mass communication. (lnformation, Education, opinion Formation, Entertainment and

Development.)

MEDIA OF MASS COMMUNICATION

print Media: newspapers, magazines, periodicals, books, pamphlets, etc. Broadcast media: Radio,

w, film. New Media: (lnternet)-on{ine journalism. Traditional/Folk-Media. comparative study of

mass media, their components, functions and effects'

Recommended Books:

1. Dominick, J.R.(2006).Dynamics of Mass communication(8 th ed.)New York. McGraw-Hill

4. Merrill, J.c., Lee, J., Friedlander, E.J., (1994). Modern Mass (2 nd ed). New York. Harper collins

College Publishers

5. Straubhaar, LaRose. (2002). Media Now: communication Media lnformation Age (3 rded.)'

USA. Wadsworth

GC. 118 Political Science

Obiectives:

The aim of this course is to introduce the students with the fundamentals of the subject of Political

science and prepare them for advanced studies in BS Geography. The basic concepts and

terminology commonly used in the domains of Political and Human Geography will be addressed in

this course. The understandings will make the students friendly with the subject.

Contents:

1. Definition, Nature, Scope and Sub-fields of Political Science'

6. Relationship of Political Science with other social sciences'

7. Approaches to the study of Political science: Traditional and behavioral approach'

8. State: its origin and evolution; Western and lslamic concepts of State,

1. 5.Nation and Sovereisnty'

2. 6.Basic concepts of Political Science: Power, Authority, Legitimacy

3, T.Organs of Government: Legislature, Executive, Judiciary'

Recommended Books:

l.Ahmad,sheikh Bashir,Riyasat Jo llm (sindhi meaninS science of state), Jamshoro, lnstitute of

Sindhalogy, University of Sindh,1985'

2. Haq, Mazher ul, Theory and Practice in Political Science, Lahore Bookland' 1995'
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3' lan Mackenzi (Ed.), Political concepts: A Reader and Guide, Edinburgh, university press, 2005.

4.Mohammad sarwar,rntroduction to political science, Lahore rlmi Kutub Khana, 1996,

5. R. C. Agarwal,Political Theory (principles of pol. Science), New Delhi,S. Chand & Co., 2006.

S.Robert Jackson and Dorreen Jackson, A comparative lntroduction to political science, New

Jersey, Prentice-Ha11,1997

7. Rodee Anderson etc. lntroduction to political science, lslamabad, National Book Foundation,

Latest Edition.

8. Roskin, Michael G., Political Science: An lntroduction, London: prentice Hall, 1997.

9.Shafi,Choudhry Ahmad, Usut-e-siyasiat (Urdu), Lahore Standard Book Depot, 1996.

10. V. D. Mahajan,Political Theory- principles of pol. Science, New Delhi, S. Chand & Co.,2006.

GC. 119 Social Psychology

BS Geography4 Years Programme, University of the punjab, lahore

Course Description:

This is aimed to gain insight into social behavior and how social psychological theories can be used

to understand behavior and judgments in everyday life, Social Psychology is the scientific study of

how individuals think, behave, and are influenced by others. Current theories in the field will be

applied to real-life situations to make sense of human behavior. Topics covered include behavior

and attitudes, social beliefs, cultural influences, conformity and obedience, self-knowledge and

self-esteem, persuasion, group influence, aggression, altruism, prejudice and discrimination, stress

and health, legal testimonies and law, and interpersonal relationships, ln-class experiments, group

discussions and hands-on activities are important learning tools will be used in this course.

Learning Outcomes:

Upon successful completion ofthe course students will have developed knowledge and

understanding of social thinking, social influence, social relations, and Basic research skills:

1. Understand and explain concepts, theories, and research relating to the study of social

psychology.

2. Demonstrate the application ofsocial psychology to individuals, groups, and psychological

factors that lead to prejudice, discrimination, aggression, and stereotyping.

3. Recognize aspects ofsocial psychology, includingthe fundamental attribution error, biases,

social roles, and social norms, in your daily life.
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